
 

 

A Garden History & Design Minute from 
the Archives of American Gardens (AAG) 

The Garden Club of America Collection at the Archives of American Gardens includes  
thousands of images that showcase garden ornaments and structures.  Accurate and 
descriptive image captions are the most important means of identifying these garden 
features for the benefit of future researchers.  What is evident to us today may not be to 
someone a century from now! 
  
Some terms have been used interchangeably for similar, though different, garden features.  
Providing the proper term in the documentation aids AAG staff in cataloging the images 
correctly and helps preserve our garden heritage.    

Arbor versus Pergola  

In A Glossary of Garden History,¹ Michael Symes defines an arbor as “a garden shelter or 
bower, often of curving arch form.”  A bower is a “covered enclosure or recess in a 
garden.”  Arbors are differentiated from pergolas, which Symes defines as a “structure of 
uprights and connecting joists or arches for supporting climbing plants or fruit trees.”  
Another term in Symes’ glossary slightly muddles the issue: the tunnel-arbor, which is 
“an extended arbor” and therefore sounds awfully like a pergola!   

                            
PA623 Waterman Garden, Phil., PA. Alice Hamilton Farley, photog.       OH217 River High, Cincinnati, OH. Diane Normolle, photog. 

 

Joe Eck, a garden designer, author, and frequent contributor to Horticulture magazine, 
uses a helpful metaphor to differentiate between the two terms.  He refers to an arbor as 
“a doorway” while a pergola is a “kind of hall between separate rooms.” 
 

                             
MD136 Jacobs Garden, Bethesda, MD. Sarah Hood Salomon, photog.       AL010 Jasmine Hill, Montgomery, AL. 

 
¹ Michael Symes. A Glossary of Garden History. 3rd edition. Buckinghamshire, UK: Shire 
Publications, 2006. 
 Joe Eck. “Building in the Garden.” Horticulture. Vol. 72, Issue 1, January 1994. 

All images are from the Garden Club of America Collection at the Archives of American Gardens 

By Carolyn Chesarino, AAG/GCA Garden History & Design Intern.  July 2010. 
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